FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Intrinsic Research Systems Inc. Announces a Major Product Upgrade
Version 5.0 Now Available
August 15, 2013, New York, NY – Intrinsic Research Systems, Inc., a Mergent
company, announced today the release of its latest major product upgrade, Version 5.0,
which brings delayed quotes and additional news services to the equity and portfolio
analysis platform.
Intrinsic users can benefit from delayed quotes in all of the system’s price and valuation
graphics as well as within the Quotes/News/Events module which now offers
customizable portfolio & sector watch displays featuring price quote data intermingled
with any of over 1,300 available Intrinsic fundamental data elements. Delayed quotes
and additional news feeds round out the monitoring of portfolio holdings supplementing
the already existing portfolio news and calendar functions available in the system.
Version 5.0 further simplifies the monitoring function with a new Earnings Monitor
display which streamlines the tracking of upcoming earnings, earnings surprise and
earnings revision across portfolios, sectors and market indexes.
Jeff McMains, CFA and co-founder of Intrinsic Research Systems, elaborates, “We are
excited to expand the portfolio monitoring functions available to our customers through
the addition of our new quote, news and earnings monitor tools. These fully integrated
enhancements, along with our previously announced streaming real-time solutions
made available through our partnership with QuoteMedia, round out the Intrinsic
platform allowing us to offer asset managers analytics, quotes, news and client
reporting tools within a single package.”

Additional enhancements highlighting Version 5.0 include an Enterprise Value
decomposition table, Customizable PE Bands on normalized earnings, Business
Geographic Segment Analysis, ValuCheck pop-up views on all Intrinsic valuation charts
and new capabilities in the area of Custom Calculated Series creation. Finally, Intrinsic
Research Version 5.0 also enhances the portfolio manager’s client reporting duties
through a variety of new presentation quality portfolio holdings and characteristics report
options. Intrinsic’s seamless link to client accounting systems has also been upgraded
with new user account control features.

###

About Intrinsic Research Systems
Designed to continue the evolution of investment research analytics, Intrinsic Research
System’s suite of desktop research products has been created for investment managers
seeking an intuitive and comprehensive approach to original equity and fixed income
research and decision making. Intrinsic Research solutions have been built from the
ground up, using today’s technology, for a rich user experience that is unmatched by
any other service. Likewise, Intrinsic’s integrated central database of company, sector,
industry, issue and economic data has been specially constructed to provide analysts
and portfolio managers with access to the key components driving equity and fixed
income performance in a single, consolidated package. Intrinsic Research is a
subsidiary of Mergent, Inc. To learn more, visit www.intrinsic-research.com
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